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MUTUAL NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT 

 THIS AGREEMENT governs the disclosure of information by and between     
   and         as of       (the "Effective 
Date"). 

1. Definition of Confidential Information.  As used herein, "Confidential Information" shall 
mean any and all technical and non-technical information related to      
              
              
    provided by either party to the other, including but not limited to (a) patent(s) 
and patent applications, (b) trade secret, and (c) copyrighted information (d) proprietary information-- 
ideas, techniques, sketches, drawings, works of authorship, models, inventions, know-how, 
processes, apparatuses, equipment, algorithms, software programs, software source documents, and 
formulae related to the current, future, and proposed products and services of each of the parties, 
and including, without limitation, their respective information concerning research, experimental 
work, development, design details and specifications, engineering, financial information, 
procurement requirements, purchasing, manufacturing, customer lists, investors, employees, 
business and contractual relationships, business forecasts, sales and merchandising, marketing 
plans and information the disclosing party provides regarding third parties. 

2. Identification of Confidential Information.  If the Confidential Information is embodied in 
tangible material (including without limitation, software, hardware, drawings, graphs, charts, disks, 
tapes, prototypes and samples), it shall be labeled as "Confidential" or bear a similar legend.  If the 
Confidential Information is disclosed orally or visually, it shall be identified as such at the time of 
disclosure. 

3. Exceptions to Confidential Information.  Each party's obligations under this Agreement 
with respect to any portion of the other party's Confidential Information shall terminate when the 
party to whom Confidential Information was disclosed (the "Recipient") can document that: (a) it was 
in the public domain at the time it was communicated to the Recipient by the other party; (b) it 
entered the public domain subsequent to the time it was communicated to the Recipient by the other 
party through no fault of the Recipient; (c) it was in the Recipient's possession free of any obligation 
of confidence at the time it was communicated to the Recipient by the other party; (d) it was rightfully 
communicated to the Recipient free of any obligation of confidence subsequent to the time it was 
communicated to the Recipient by the other party; (e) it was developed by employees or agents of the 
Recipient independently of and without reference to any information communicated to the Recipient 
by the other party; (f) it was communicated by the other party to an unaffiliated third party free of 
any obligation of confidence; (g) the communication was in response to a valid order by a court or 
other governmental body, was otherwise required by law, or was necessary to establish the rights of 
either party under this Agreement; or (h) it was not legended as Confidential Information of the 
disclosing party and if disclosed orally or visually, it was not identified as Confidential Information of 
the disclosing party at the time of such communication . 

4. Handling of Confidential Information.  Each party agrees that at all times and 
notwithstanding any termination or expiration of this Agreement it will hold in strict confidence and 
not disclose to any third party Confidential Information of the other, except as approved in writing by 
the other party to this Agreement, and will use the Confidential Information for no purpose other 
than               
        with the other party to this Agreement.  Each 
party shall only permit access to Confidential Information of the other party to those of its employees 
or authorized representatives having a need to know and who have signed confidentiality agreements 
or are otherwise bound by confidentiality obligations at least as restrictive as those contained herein. 

5. Residual Knowledge.  Recipient may enhance its knowledge and experience retained in 
intangible form in the unaided memories of its directors, employees/contractors and advisors as a 

Judith Silver
The definition of confidential information is probably the most important thing in an NDA.   (NDA's cover exchange of information; software use should be governed by a license agreement which contains substantially more and different provisions.)   If I'm representing Alpha and Alpha is more disclosing valuable information than receiving valuable information, then the NDA should be more restrictive; if overall Alpha is more receiving valuable information, then the NDA should be less restrictive.  It's important to understand the balance and tailor the NDA for the information involved.   Why?  Well, a surprise to most is that receiving information is often riskier than disclosing it!  When Alpha signs an NDA, Alpha is agreeing that is has received certain information and that such information belongs to Beta.  In the future, if Alpha happens to have a product or service that looks like it could be based on Beta's information covered by the NDA, whether it is or not, Beta can go to court and try to get an injunction to stop Alpha's sale of the product and/or use of the information.  The burden in court, since Alpha has already agreed that such information belongs to Beta and was received by Alpha, will be on Alpha to show it did NOT either use or receive information from Beta in its products or services.  Proving a negative in court is extremely difficult.  Evidence normally involves showing that the persons who developed the new product or service could not or did not access the information and/or showing development diaries by the inventors of the product recording their progress in developing the product so that the court can see it was not based on Beta's information.   

Judith Silver
Like having a narrow definition of confidential information, identification of confidential information serves to limit what is covered by the agreement to what information actually was exchanged and is subject to the risks and restrictions of the agreement.  Without identification, the parties are left to argue about what was disclosed to whom when and whether folks knew it was covered by this agreement.

Judith Silver
It is important to always have these clauses in any NDA.  Clauses (a) and (b) mean that information which is known generally - was or is not kept in confidence by the Disclosing party -- is not subject to the confidentiality restrictions in this agreement.Clauses (c) and (d) mean that if the Recipient got the information from a third party without any indication that the information was confidential information of another party, then the information is not subject to the confidentiality restrictions in this agreement.Clause (e) is extremely important and ensures that if the Recipient has information, which may look similar to or like it was based on the confidential information received, but can show that its employees developed the information without reference to the confidential information, then that information is not subject to the confidentiality restrictions in this agreement and can be used freely.  See the situation above in reference to Section 1.Clause (f) allows for disclosure if a company is ordered to do so by the government or other legal proceeding.  This is a worrisome but unavoidable clause.  Unfortunately, when is disclosed to the government it becomes part of the Freedom of Information Act and its access and use is no longer restricted.  However, removing this clause would mean that companies would be subject to unknown government penalties for refusing to disclose or else be faced with certain breach of this agreement.

Judith Silver
This section outlines what the confidential information is to be used for and again serves to provide business background, parties' intentions and some narrowing of context and information so that if a dispute arises, there is some context regarding when, what and to whom the information was revealed.If Alpha agrees to this, it should have procedures in place which restrict access to the information - it's in a secured cabinet, department, building, etc.

Judith Silver
This clause is commonly referred to as a "Residual Knowledge" clause.  The idea here is that when folks do deals and trade ideas, some of it inevitably stays in their heads and that information may show up in other deals and things they work on and that's OK under the agreement.  If Alpha  is receiving information that is industry common or likely to be something Alpha already has or will get from other sources, this is an extremely important provision.
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result of viewing Discloser’s Confidential Information.  So long as Recipient complies with Section 4 
of this Agreement, Recipient may develop, disclose, market, transfer and/or use such knowledge, 
experience and intellectual property that may be generally similar to Discloser’s Confidential 
Information, and Discloser shall not have any rights in such knowledge, experience or intellectual 
property nor any rights to compensation related to the Recipient use of such knowledge, experience 
or intellectual property, nor any rights in Recipient’s business endeavors. 

6. Term and Termination.  This Agreement shall terminate two (2) year(s) after the Effective 
Date. The Recipient's obligations under this Agreement shall survive termination of the Agreement 
between the parties and shall be binding upon the Recipient's heirs, successors and assigns for a 
period of five (5) years. Upon termination or expiration of the Agreement, or upon written request of 
the other party, each party shall promptly return to the other all documents and other tangible 
materials representing the other's Confidential Information and all copies thereof. 

7. Warranties.  Each party represents and warrants to the other party that (i) it has the requisite 
corporate authority to enter into and perform this Agreement, (ii) this Agreement constitutes its 
legally binding obligation, enforceable in accordance with its terms, and (iii) its execution and 
performance under this Agreement, including its disclosure of Confidential Information to the 
Recipient, will not result in a breach of any obligation to any third party or infringe or otherwise 
violate any third party’s rights.   

8. No Export.  Neither party shall export, directly or indirectly, any technical data acquired from 
the other pursuant to this Agreement or any product utilizing any such data to any country for which 
the U.S. Government or any agency thereof at the time of export requires an export license or other 
governmental approval without first obtaining such license or approval. 

9. No Reverse Engineering.  Each of the parties agrees that the software programs of the other 
party contain valuable confidential information and each party agrees it will not modify, reverse 
engineer, decompile, create other works from, or disassemble any software programs contained in the 
Confidential Information of the other party without the prior written consent of the other party. 

10. No Grant of Rights.  The parties recognize and agree that nothing contained in this 
Agreement shall be construed as granting any property rights, by license or otherwise, to any 
Confidential Information of the other party disclosed pursuant to this Agreement, or to any invention 
or any patent, copyright, trademark, or other intellectual property right that has issued or that may 
issue, based on such Confidential Information.  Neither party shall make, have made, use or sell for 
any purpose any product or other item using, incorporating or derived from any Confidential 
Information of the other party. 

11. Equitable Remedies. Recipient acknowledges that Recipient’s breach of this Agreement may 
cause irreparable harm to Discloser for which Discloser is entitled to seek injunctive or other 
equitable relief as well as monetary damages. 

12. Miscellaneous.  Neither party shall not transfer or assign this Agreement  to any other person 
or entity, whether by operation of law or otherwise, without the prior written consent of the other.  
Any such attempted assignment shall be void and of no effect.  This Agreement shall be governed by, 
enforced under, and construed and interpreted in accordance with, the laws of      
without reference to conflict of laws principles.  Each party agrees consents to venue and personal 
jurisdiction in     .  If any provision of this Agreement is found by a 
proper authority to be unenforceable or invalid such unenforceability or invalidity shall not render 
this Agreement unenforceable or invalid as a whole and in such event, such provision shall be 
changed and interpreted so as to best accomplish the objectives of such unenforceable or invalid 
provision within the limits of applicable law.  Neither party will assign or transfer any rights or 
obligations under this Agreement, including by operation of law, without the prior written consent of 
the other party.  The Agreement is the complete and exclusive agreement regarding the disclosure of 
Confidential Information between the parties, and replace any prior oral or written communications 

Judith Silver
The disclosing of information ends after two years, while the obligation to keep the information disclosed confidential ends after 5 years.

Judith Silver
The first warranty simply indicates that the signatory is a valid corporate, legal entity and the second warranty indicates that its disclosure of information under this agreement will not violate other agreements or rights of third parties.  This can matter if Alpha received information from Beta about Zeta that was confidential and Zeta sued Alpha for use of such information.  This clause allows Alpha to sue Beta for breach of this warranty.

Judith Silver
Under government export and commerce regulations, certain information cannot be exported to certain parties.  This clause prevents violation of these regulations and limits possible liability.

Judith Silver
This section makes it clear that a party does not have permission to reverse engineer anything received under this agreement.

Judith Silver
This section makes it clear that each party only has the limited rights of use of the information set forth in this agreement and no other rights.

Judith Silver
This section states the law - which is that a party' has a right to seek an injunction in court to prevent further disclosure or use, if not in accordance with this agreement, of the information disclosed hereunder.

Judith Silver
This section covers remaining contractual items including that this agreement should not be assigned, where disputes will be litigated and under what states law and rules of interpreting the agreement.
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between the parties regarding Confidential Information.  This Agreement may be signed in multiple 
copies, each of which shall constitute the same instrument. Once completely executed, any 
reproduction of this Agreement made by reliable means shall be considered an original. 

  

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Mutual Non-Disclosure Agreement to be 
executed as of the Effective Date. 

    

 

By:  By:  

Date:  Date:  

Address:  Address:  

    

    
 
 


